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During the past twenty years, China has undergone significant changes and 

reforms, especially after the launch of its “open door” economic reform policy in 1979.  

Many multinational corporations view China as the next growth market.  China’s entry 

into the World Trade Organization has induced even more interest from foreign investors. 

(Cheung, 1)  One issue that foreign investors concerned about is how to effectively 

manage its cash to ensure smooth operation.  Foreign investments is one of the primary 

drivers for China’s economic growth, thus cash management services play a critical role 

in the development of its economy.  China still lags other countries in the implementation 

of modern cash management techniques, however there will be significant changes to the 

banking industry in the next few years that can improve the cash management services 

offered.         

Business Environment  

China has made continuous effort to reform the national economy, especially at 

the structural and institutional levels.  So, there are some improvements in the operating 

environment.  Businesses are operating in a partial market system with more diversified 

ownership structure.  The economy is no longer completely controlled by the government 

because privately owned enterprises are becoming major players.  A labor market is 

developing, especially in the private sector due to greater labor mobility.  Many of the 

peasants have moved to cities to find jobs, providing laborer for the manufacturing and 

service industries. (Tsang, p1)   

Enterprises now enjoy a greater autonomy in terms of decision-making.  

Government no longer dictates all decisions involving investment, production, and 

output.  Shareholding companies have been established and are openly traded on stock 



markets worldwide. (Tsang, p1)  Many of the state owned enterprises are listed on the 

stock market with the government owning more than fifty percent of the shares and the 

rest are in the hands of private or institutional investors.  Thus private investors can have 

some impact on the operations of state owned businesses. 

China has also made some significant changes in the financial environment during 

the past few years.  China has formally established a central bank and is going through a 

gradual commercialization of the state banks.  The foreign exchange trading system is 

unified and market-based.  The exchange rate for the renminbi (RMB), China’s official 

currency, is stable because it is pegged to the US dollar.  China’s securities market is 

slowly developing as transaction volume increases and more enterprises become publicly 

traded companies.  China now even has a small market for trading stocks denominated in 

US dollar.  A set of regulations and laws were developed to govern the inflow of foreign 

capital. (Tsang, p1) 

There is a quicker pace in decentralization of the foreign trade system and trade 

barriers have reduced.  After China has entered the WTO, reduction in tariffs, quotas, and 

other barriers would encourage more foreign investments.  Chinese government has 

established preferential policies such as tax incentives to attract foreign investors. (Tsang, 

p1-2)  China has currently shifted its development focus from the east coast to the 

western region, thus many favorable incentives are offered to draw foreign investors to 

the western provinces.  So, the changes in both the operating and financial environments 

have improved the overall business environment that is more favorable toward foreign 

investors.       



Investment Methods 

 Foreign investors can choose from different methods depending on the specific 

needs and requirements of each individual investment.  Equity joint venture is considered 

China’s most popular foreign investment form and is the preferred method of the Chinese 

government.  Detailed regulations are enforced to cover issues such as capital 

contributions, management independence, labor, leverage level, and accounting and 

financial management.  Equity joint ventures are attractive when there is a relatively 

well-developed regulatory environment.  The second investment form is cooperative joint 

venture (CJV), which has a simpler regulatory framework when compared with equity 

joint venture.  CJV provides investors with more freedom to structure their investments 

according to their business requirements, so it is popular with Hong Kong investors who 

set up basic processing operations in China.  A main advantage of CJV is the flexibility 

to build a simple management structure that helps reduce operating costs. (Tsang, 2)  

Equity joint venture and cooperative joint venture are the two most common forms of 

foreign investment, but there are three other forms that investors can choose from. 

 A foreign business can establish a wholly foreign owned enterprise (WFOE).  

China published Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprise Law in 1986 and issued its 

implementation rules in 1990.  The benefit of operating a WFOE is that foreign investors 

have greater control over its management and operations.  On the other hand, this form of 

investment requires large capital outlay because everything has to be done from scratch.  

A simpler way of entering the market is to open representative offices in strategic 

locations because this would require minimal upfront capital commitment.  However, 

representative offices can only engage in “non-direct business activities”, such as 



consulting, market research, sourcing, and procurement.  The benefit of open an office 

versus other forms of investment is the short period of time needed to obtain approval, 

usually within two to three months.  Another form of indirect foreign investment that is 

gaining popularity is to acquire a listed or unlisted joint stock company’s shares from an 

existing shareholder.  The investor may also acquire newly issued shares directly from 

the joint stock company.  This form of investment allows the investors to bypass the 

original examination and approval process involved in setting up the foreign investment 

enterprise. (Cheung, p1-2)   

Banking System 

 China has a multi-tiered banking system with the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) 

at the center.  During the past ten years, the PBOC has been increasingly acting as a 

central bank, transferring its commercial activities to other institutions.  Unlike the US 

Federal Reserve, the PBOC is not independent because it still reports to the State 

Council, an executive organization of the Chinese Government.  In its central bank 

capacity, the PBOC lends to commercial banks, trades in government bonds, and controls 

interest rates and reserve requirements. (Wegner, p1)  The four largest banks in China are 

the state-run specialized banks: the Agricultural Bank of China, the Industrial and 

Commercial Bank of China, China Construction Bank and the Bank of China.  China 

established three policy banks in 1994 to provide lending to support selected government 

policies and these are the Agriculture Development Bank, Export and Import Bank of 

China, and State Development Bank.   

The five national commercial banks currently in operation are the Bank of 

Communication, China Everbright Bank, China International Trust and Investment 



Corporation Industrial Bank, China Minsheng Bank, and Huaxia Bank.  In addition, nine 

regional commercial banks serve their specific regions within China.  Cooperative banks 

that are created by merging the urban credit entities are allowed to engage in limited 

banking activities. (Cheung, p2)  All of the policy, national, regional, and cooperative 

banks are relatively small in size compared to the state-run banks.  Also, government 

appoints most of the bank presidents because usually the government holds a majority 

ownership.  The finance, investment, and leasing companies, as well as foreign banks all 

just play a supplementary role in the system. (Cheung, p2)         

In 1996, the People’s Bank of China announced that the following four banks are 

allowed to conduct RMB business in Shanghai:  Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi, Citibank, 

HSBC, and the Industrial Bank of Japan.  Then in early 1997, the approval was given to a 

second group of foreign banks, which are Banquez Indosuez, Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank, 

Sanwa Bank, Shanghai-Paris International Bank, and Standard Chartered Bank.  

Currently there are twenty-five foreign banks in Shanghai and eight in Shenzhen that 

offer RMB services to foreign nationals and businesses. (Tsang, p4)  In 1998, the foreign 

banks were allowed to lend or borrow RMB directly from the inter-bank market, and 

conduct bond and bond repurchase trading through the market.  The branches of foreign 

banks are now permitted to offer RMB services in other regions of the country.   

Regulation  

 The State Administration of Foreign Exchange, which directly reports to the 

People’s Bank of China, is responsible for maintaining control over all foreign exchange 

transactions by local and foreign financial institutions. (Wegner, p1)  Since 1996, foreign 

expenditure classified as current account items such as import payments and export 



proceeds can be freely exchanged through designated banks.  The convertibility of capital 

account items, which are items of inflow and outflow of assets and liabilities, are subject 

to more restrictive controls imposed by the State Administration for Foreign Exchange.  

Foreign enterprises can keep the income from current account items in their settlement 

account in foreign currencies if the amount does not exceed the limits set by the SAFE. 

Any excess must be sold to designated banks. The foreign enterprise’s amount of the 

limits is based on the paid-up capital and the import and export activities. (Tsang, p4) 

 All foreign currency borrowings for local Chinese businesses must be first 

approved by SAFE regardless whether local or foreign banks provide the funding.  

Foreign companies are required to register foreign debt with the SAFE office in their 

region when it makes an overseas borrowing.  The SAFE can cancel a foreign 

enterprise’s Foreign Debt Registration Certificate if it fails to execute draw down within 

120 days after the first draw down date as stated in the bank contract.  Borrowers are not 

permitted to deposit borrowed funds overseas or convert borrowed funds into RMB 

without approval from the SAFE.  Since 1998, China no longer allows foreign and 

domestic banks to help clients redeem hard currency loans ahead of maturity if this is not 

provided for in loan agreements.  The rule means that foreign bankers cannot help clients 

secure RMB borrowings from mainland banks for conversion into hard currency to 

redeem loans. (Tsang, p4-5) 

     In recent years, China has allowed the establishment of foreign investment 

holding companies through which foreign companies may own interest in a number of 

foreign enterprises.  Then in 1996, China started to the establishment of finance 

companies that can provide services such as taking and RMB and FX deposits from, and 



making RMB and FX loans to, group companies.  Finance companies do have to 

maintain specified financial ratios and are under the supervision of PBOC.  In 1999, 

supplementary provisions governing holding companies allow these companies to invest 

in non-manufacturing entities such as research and development, conduct domestic trade 

and distribution, as well as foreign trade. (Tsang, 5) 

Clearing System 

 Clearing systems in China are classified as in-city and cross-city.  In-city RMB 

payments- which are settled by paper instruments such as checks, drafts, or debit advice- 

are cleared within a local settlement and drafts exchange bureau run by the PBOC.  There 

are usually two clearing runs per day in the larger cities.  For cross-city payments, the 

PBOC administers the China National Automated Payments System (CNAPS), a 

nationwide clearing system linking different banks.  The system covers more than 800 

locations across China and a number of foreign banks are participating members.   

Some Chinese banks, including the four state owned banks, have developed 

independent electronic funds transfer system to facilitate cross-city, cross-branch but not 

cross-bank payments.  Payments in which the remitter and the beneficiary are with the 

same bank are now cleared through these in-house systems.  If the systems are among the 

Big Four, the transfers can be credited to the beneficiary’s account within 24 hours.  For 

some local banks, express clearing involving larger branches can even be done within 

two hours. (Cheung, p3)  However, for cross-city payments of RMB 500,000 or more, a 

separate system run by the PBOC must be used to detect fraud and minimize delay.  

Shenzhen, which is located very close to Hong Kong, already uses Batched Electronic 



Payments System (BEPS) and real-time gross settlement system (RTGS), as well as 

cross-bank ATMs and Point of Sale (POS) infrastructure. (Tsang, p6) 

Cash Management 

 A main issue that treasurers in China often identified is that many cash 

management techniques commonly used elsewhere are not relevant in China.  Complex 

regulations, FX controls, limited investment products, unique operating conditions, and 

developing banking infrastructure mean many cash management techniques widely used 

in other parts of Asia cannot be readily implemented on the mainland.  Companies with 

significant and diverse operations in China often find it difficult to keep track of their 

cash positions and transactions across the country.  The consequence is idle and excessive 

funds sitting in some accounts, with unexpected funding shortfalls and unnecessary 

borrowings in others.  This often leads to an inefficient use of the company’s financial 

resources, and to higher interest costs. (Tsang, p6) 

 Given China’s relatively restricted financial environment, finance managers and 

treasurers overseeing projects are constantly searching for ways to minimize delays in 

fund transfers, maximize returns on idle funds, manage RMB exchange risk, facilitate 

account reporting and maneuver funds among group entities. (Tsang, p5)  With the 

government’s gradual relaxation on the domestic banking sector in the recent years, 

foreign banks are able to offer a wider range of RMB services and serve foreign 

enterprises from their Shanghai and Shenzhen branches.  Also, local financial institutions 

have greatly increased their efforts in developing cash management products and 

services, leveraging their vast branch network across the country and decreased 

regulatory and geographical restrictions placed on their business. (Cheung, p4) 



 In the past few years, foreign investment enterprises have benefited from the 

increased innovations, competition and collaboration among local and foreign banks, as 

the end-users of China’s financial services.  Several years ago, cash management maybe 

considered basic services such as updating balances and transactions, which were often 

done manually using faxes, phone banking, and even paper statements.  However, 

companies now can find more effective cash management solutions offered in larger and 

developed cities. (Cheung, p4) 

 Some of the most effective cash management products in place are often offered 

as partnered solutions between foreign and local banks.  The partnered solution is viewed 

as “best of both worlds” because the foreign banks provide the front-end user interface or 

electronic banking systems, and local banks provide the nationwide network for 

collections and payments.  Foreign banks can utilize their comparatively advanced 

technology and systems, but are often restricted in their ability to offer nationwide 

solutions due to their branch network, restricted RMB license and limited customer base.  

Local banks with their extensive national networks and resources can complement these 

disadvantages.  A number of multinationals use a common cash management structure 

that usually comprise of one, and at most two, foreign banks with local banks. (Cheung, 

p4) 

 One example of such an alliance between a foreign bank and local banks is that 

between May and December 2000, HSBC (Hong Kong Shanghai Bank Corp) formed 

cash management service alliances with all of China’s “Big Four” state banks.  With this 

alliance, HSBC customers have access to over 26,000 branches of these banks as 

collection and payment points nationwide.  After the implementation of this arrangement, 



in-country collections are been expedited.  HSBC have helped several multinational 

clients to cut their cash in transit for inward collections from an average of four to five 

working days to be within 24 hours. (Cheung, p5) 

Liquidity Management 

A number of mechanisms and tools are available to help companies when it 

comes to liquidity management.  The techniques available elsewhere in Asia are not as 

readily available in China, and exceptional approval, if any, must be obtained from the 

SAFE on a case-by-case basis. (Cheung, p5)  Lockbox arrangement is common in the 

US, yet it is not that popular in China because people are not used to mailing checks 

through the mail.  According to Citibank China, super-account structures, zero balance 

accounts and daily sweeps can be arranged for cash concentration.  However, the 

sweeping structures are not easily practicable in China.   

 One main issue is that inter-company loans are prohibited in China; thus 

transactions between group entities can only be executed if there is an underlying 

transaction between them.  As a result, surplus funds in one group entity cannot be fully 

used by another group entity.  Also, transfer or commingling of funds between capital 

and settlement accounts for foreign currency transactions are not permitted.  The 

purposes of the accounts differ and only specifically related transactions can be executed 

from each type of account. (Cheung, p5)  Due to these restrictions, cash concentration 

techniques are only useful for units operating under one legal entity; therefore, companies 

must consider the structure of their operations in China in order to efficiently utilize their 

cash.  Foreign enterprises are working toward holding structures, bringing as many legal 

entities as possible.  Some have set up consolidated sales arrangement allowing various 



manufacturing facilities of a company inside China sell their products to one single sales 

entity, which then sends the final invoice to their customers.  When a group or company 

has one legal entity operating from several locations, the bank can monitor the balances 

held in various accounts and sweep funds across to a concentration account at the 

appropriate intervals. (“China’s Treasury Obstacle Course”, p1) 

Pooling is the notional offset of debit and credit balances, used for the purpose of 

calculating interest on the net position.  Pooling is used where interest offset is required 

but where account balances must remain segregated; therefore it requires the 

establishment of overdraft facilities at ‘sub-account’ level.  Pooling offers the benefits of 

reduction in borrowing costs, transfer costs, and the spread on overdrafts at sub-account 

level.  Pooling may also be used to minimize taxes. (Ashford, p3)  In China, however, 

pooling is not feasible because overdraft facilities are not offered. (Cheung, p5) 

Corporations that have multiple intra-group cash flows use netting method, 

whereby payables and receivables among group entities are settled on a net basis.  

Netting are usually done on a regular basis, such as monthly or bi-monthly, therefore it 

minimizes float and reduces a company’s exposure to foreign exchange risk. (Ashford, 

p1-2)  Netting is also not feasible in China because for foreign currency transactions, 

setting off inward and outward transactions contradicts China’s import and export 

reconciliation regulations.  China requires that each receipt or shipment of physical goods 

has to be matched with funds paid or received on a standalone basis.  Thus, outgoing 

payments cannot be netted off with the coming receivable since they are considered 

separate documents and cannot be mixed together.  HSBC did help a European 

multinational to establish a modified netting system involving a gross-in, gross-out 



arrangement. The arrangement worked because the client has subsidiaries operating in 

China, which make regular payments overseas and also has overseas subsidiaries that 

regularly send payments to China for the purchase of equipments. (“China’s Treasury 

Obstacle Course”, p1-2) 

Electronic Banking 

 Electronic banking gained popularity in China during recent years.  It has helped 

to promote competition and accelerated the pace of commercialization of China’s 

banking sector.  Electronic banking has enabled foreign and smaller banks with limited 

branch networks to reach a large number of clients without having the need to invest 

heavily in network building. Given the widespread locations of foreign investment 

enterprises and the limited coverage of foreign bank branches in china, electronic 

banking provides an ideal solution to eliminate the distances involved and to increase 

efficiency.  HSBC has formally secured its approval from the People’s Bank of China to 

provide electronic banking services to foreign businesses in China.  Electronic banking 

services not only enable clients to access balance information, it also provide an 

electronic means to send the bank secure and authenticated instructions.  Foreign bank 

branches are responsible for ensure that all regulatory and documentation requirements 

are complied with before acting on customers’ instructions. (Cheung, p6)   

 Local banks are also investing heavily in electronic banking systems in order to 

maintain and broaden their customer base and improve efficiency.  Services include 

account enquiry, online securities trading, and online payment options for both personal 

and corporate clients.  Currently electronic and Internet banking services are limited to 

the major cities. (Cheung, p6)  Bank of China was the first to provide online banking 



services in 1996.  Then in 1999, China Construction Bank and Industrial and Commercial 

Bank of China also started to offer on-line banking services.  For example, Industrial and 

Commercial Bank of China has launched a telebanking system where customers can call 

to reach the voice-activated, automated system or a person-to-person customer service 

center.  The system offers services such as account information, money transfers and 

exchange foreign currencies.  Clients can also access the web site to request the same 

services. (“Cyber China Up and Running”, p1) 

Language Issue 

 A difference between China and other emerging markets is the language factor.  

Payments services are manual because all information has to be written in Chinese for 

clearing and settlement.  Foreign banks are trying to use e-banking to automate payments, 

but automating payments involving city clearing and out-city clearing is very different.  If 

the supplier is within the same city, then check are used, but if in a different city, 

telegraphic transfers and demand draft are standard. (“China’s Treasury Obstacle 

Course”, p2)  

The process of manually filling in these Chinese characters is very inefficient.  

Some banks attempt to offer SAP so that the company can send the bulk of their payment 

files through electronic banking.  The success or failure of the e-banking system depends 

on whether the system can process the characters and show information in Chinese.  In 

many cases, client systems cannot support Chinese.  Multinationals from the US usually 

have their database only in English.  The banks have to translate the information to 

Chinese.  Banks can use translation engine software that converts English documents to 



Chinese and then communicate with the bank through e-banking. (“China’s Treasury 

Obstacle Course”, p2)  

Card Usage 

Debit cards and ATM cards are still the norm in China, and each bank has 

developed its own ATM network.  The Chinese government has introduced the Golden 

Card Project, thus with the participation of international card systems operators such as 

Visa and MasterCard, a more sophisticated card system is in development.  Some foreign 

banks have already formed alliances with local banks so that holders of credit and ATM 

cards issued by foreign banks outside China can debit their own overseas accounts and 

withdraw RMB cash.  HSBC and other foreign banks have joined the Shanghai ATM 

network as part of the Golden Card project to develop a nationwide ATM linkup. 

Shanghai ATM network has partnered with global systems such as Visa/Plus and 

MasterCard/Cirrus. (Cheung, p5) 

 China is still primarily a cash society and most transactions are made with paper 

bills.  However, for large transactions this could be a problem, thus credit cards are 

growing in acceptance.  An issue with the present credit card system in China is that 

different local banks issue individual credit cards, which are not interchangeable between 

different banks.  Therefore merchants need to maintain machines from each bank if they 

want to take the full range of cards from all customers. (Wegner, p2) 

Hedging 

 Multinational companies have limited opportunity to invest surplus cash in China.  

Excess cash can only be parked in an overnight deposit because investments in bonds or 

stocks are not permitted.  Companies with large amount of idle cash have to spend it 



locally, or can either declare a dividend or use the foreign currency to buy capital goods 

overseas.  When there is a huge amount of cash to send outside China, declare a dividend 

is particularly useful. (“China’s Treasury Obstacle Course”, p2) 

 Renminbi is a non-convertible currency, so the opportunity to hedge through the 

use of derivatives is very limited.  The only product available in China is the six-month 

renminbi forward contracts.  The contract is offered by the Bank of China and it is 

restricted to a very few selected enterprises, approved on a case-by-case basis.  The hedge 

can only be used to manage import and export payments, thus it is not possible to hedge 

long-term capital risks.  In some situations, companies can hedge indirectly by booking 

counter-currency such as British Pound forward against another foreign currency that is 

relatively stable against the renminbi such as the US dollar. (Tsang, p7) 

 Some companies have found a new way to hedge long-term risks by purchase 

renminbi non-deliverable forwards offered in Hong Kong.  The contract is settled in US 

dollars, but the People’s Bank of China does not sanction the product, thus companies 

and banks are not willing to discuss the details.  Activities in RMB non-deliverable 

forwards are still limited.  About $100 million flow through the market in Hong Kong 

every week, with reasonably liquid forward curve out to one year.  The picture is quite 

different when it comes to hedging foreign exchange liabilities.  Most of the big local 

Chinese banks offer foreign currency denominated interest rate swaps to local companies. 

(“China’s Treasury Obstacle Course”, p2) 

Relaxations on Regulations 

 Chinese government has announced that foreign banks are allowed to expand in 

terms of business volume, geographic area, and sources of RMB funding.  In terms of 



business scale, the ratio of foreign banks’ RMB denominated liabilities to their gross 

foreign currency denominated liabilities is raised from 35% to 50%.  Foreign banks in 

Shanghai are permitted to expand their client base from Shanghai to Jiangsu and Zhejiang 

province, while the Shenzhen branches are permitted to expand from Shenzhen to 

Guangdon, Guangxi and Hunan province. (Tsang, p9)   

 Another area of relaxation is the source of RMB funding.  Foreign banks now can 

borrow RMB loans of over one-year terms from domestic financial institutions.  Foreign 

banks’ borrowing from the inter-bank market of over seven days are no longer capped by 

their operating capital.  Before the restriction was lifted, the borrowing amount and 

operating capital must be maintained at a one-to-one ratio.  In addition, foreign bank 

branches of the same bank at different localities with permission to conduct RMB 

business are allowed to transfer RMB balances between them.  Foreign banks are 

permitted to charge obligations and management fees for organizing syndicated loans up 

to 0.3% of the total loans arranged. (Tsang, p9)  Thus, foreign banks have gained a few 

ways to receive more capital and increase revenue due to these relaxations on regulations. 

Impact of WTO Entry on Banking Sector 

 China was recently admitted to the World Trade Organization after almost twenty 

years of negotiations.  China’s accession to WTO has four main benefits.  First of all, 

China’s foreign trade will expand due to a wider opening of the nation’s market to 

foreign goods and an equal opening of foreign markets to Chinese goods.  Second, there 

will be an increase in the inflow of foreign capital, expertise and technology as more 

foreign investors seek to benefit from the China market.  Third, consumers will benefit 

from a wider range of choices of products and services.  The competition from foreign 



companies can bring the prices of goods down.  Lastly, the quality of China’s economy 

should improve under increasing pressure for adjustment and reform in line with 

international standards. (Tsang, p9)  The issues with inferior quality and patent 

infringement should decrease from the increased competition.    

 The agreements between Sino-EU and Sino-US also included provisions for the 

further opening of the banking sector, especially RMB business, which will give almost 

full market access to foreign banks in five years’ time.  The provisions open the sector to 

foreign competition and put pressure on Chinese banks to adjust.  During the past few 

year, China’s banks have taken numerous steps to enhance their competitiveness in 

anticipation of the WTO entry.  So, the new provisions are unlikely to cause a major 

shock to the Chinese banking industry. (Tsang, p9-10)   

Over the last three years, the Chinese government has made conscious effort to 

strengthen the basics and management of China’s banking sector.  Chinese government 

has forced some financial institutions that are not viable to close down their businesses.  

The central bank has strengthened some external regulations and improved the internal 

management within the banks.  Some other improvements are the capitalization of banks 

and setting up asset management companies to manage problem loans.  In addition, 

China has opened up the ownership structure of banks through issuing shares to introduce 

capital market discipline. (Tsang, p10) 

Even though the opening of markets will bring new opportunities for foreign 

banks, the foreign banks will most likely be concentrated on penetration of the market’s 

specific, higher-value wholesale or niche sectors.  Foreign banks will face a number of 

challenges.  First, China’s money and capital markets are still in the stage of infancy and 



the lack of extensive branch network limits foreign bank’s ability to raise RMB funds 

needed for conducting business.  Second, room for interest rate competition is limited 

until there is a liberalization of bank interest rates.  Third, the close relationship built up 

over time between state banks and state owned enterprises is hard to break.  Also, laws 

and regulations protecting creditors’ rights are inadequate, thus the difficulties in 

exercising these rights can limit foreign bank operations.  Finally, the cultural barriers 

such as differences in language, customers, personal relations, and attitudes toward legal 

obligations can all be limitations to the foreign bank’s business.  Due to the limiting 

factors, along with foreign bank’s strength in financial expertise and international 

connections, the wholesale sector is probably foreign banks’ main area of penetration.  

The wholesale sector does not need extensive networks and is less sensitive to local and 

cultural factors. (Cheung, p8)           

Shared Service Centers and Regional Treasury Centers 

 As investment and activity in China increases, many large multinationals are 

looking to centralize their operations and achieve better control and economies of scale.  

With electronic banking becoming more available in China from foreign and local banks, 

some multinationals are looking into centralize all in-country RMB payment processing.  

The companies do have to consider whether the entities covered fall into foreign banks’ 

RMB catchments areas.  A few large multinationals have established Asia-wide payment 

transactions centers in China, supporting payment processing and operations for multiple 

countries. (Cheung, p8) 

 Through the establishment of shared service centers and regional treasury centers, 

there is a change in the attitude of companies towards their cash management operations 



in Asia.  Some multinationals have established shared service centers in Shanghai, but as 

companies start to establish operations in other regions of the country, they want their 

cash centers to be close to the manufacturing hubs as possible.  The problem with 

establishing cash management centers in other region is that very few of the large foreign 

banks have licenses to operate in these cities and have to rely on their alliances with local 

banks to service clients.  Also, the operating costs have increased sharply in recent 

months, thus no longer making it a cheap option. (Marriott, p2)  But as the Chinese 

banking sector becomes more open, China will become an attractive place for cash 

management centers in Asia.      

Conclusion 

 Cash management is becoming one of the important factors when evaluating 

investment in China as more and more foreign companies consider entering the market.  

China’s cash management development depends on the direction and pace of its reform 

effort in the financial and banking industry.  Despite the latest relaxations, the foreign 

banks are still restricted in terms of the RMB business.  The foreign banks are only 

allowed access to foreign companies with a ceiling on the volume of their RMB business, 

and limited availability of RMB funds.  Due to foreign banks’ stronger competitive edge 

with better management, services, advertising and marketing techniques, a gradual 

opening is needed to prevent any destabilizing diversion of deposits from state to foreign 

banks. (Tsang, p10)          

 Another issue to be considered is the uncertainty between China and Taiwan, 

which could provide opportunity for Sino-US cooperation or may lead to a serious 

confrontation.  Also, China is primarily a cash based society with the nation’s cash 



savings equal to about forty percent of GDP, thus it takes time to change people’s attitude 

and habit toward spending.  Reforms in the banking sector will be favorable for the 

finance and treasury managers’ future, and we have already seen the success of foreign 

banks in Shanghai and Shenzhen.  Collaboration and cooperation between local and 

foreign banks will most likely continue. (Cheung, p11)  Recently, China even allowed 

HSBC, a foreign bank, to own a percentage of shares in a state bank.  So, in the coming 

three to five years, the Chinese banking industry will experience significant changes that 

can move the sector in a positive direction. 

 The improvements in cash management area will definitely help China to attract 

more investors.  Foreign investment is a driving force for China’s economic growth, thus 

the Chinese government should make more effort in changing the banking services.  In 

conclusion, cash management is a key to effective operation and the recent changes in 

China’s cash management area will positively impact China’s overall economic 

development.      
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